Mitsubishi Paper Mills Ltd. (MPM) will exhibit at “drupa 2016,” the world’s leading trade fair for print and cross-media solutions held in Düsseldorf, Germany, May 31st to June 10th.

<drupa 2016>

Date : May 31st - June 10th, 2016
Place : Düsseldorf Fairgrounds Halls 1 - 17
URL : http://www.drupa.com/

<MPM Booth>

Place : Hall 8b, Stand D24
Concept :

Mitsubishi is Print
Mitsubishi is Paper
Mitsubishi is Partner

Mitsubishi is Print

Mitsubishi has made significant contributions to the development of the print industry. Our innovative, affordable, eco-friendly platemaking equipment (CTPs) and plate material in polyester and paper support a range of print production needs. From screen printers to news printers, from small to mid-size commercial printers, our CTP solutions answer a variety of business needs.

Mitsubishi is Paper

With a 100+ year history, MPM has been at the forefront of advancements driving the digital print age. Through extensive R & D, technological innovations, experience and know-how MPM has engineered papers that meet and exceed today’s most advanced communication needs and printing platforms. Whether it’s high-speed Production Inkjet, wide format commercial or art and photographic papers, you can count on MPM to deliver high quality, reliable papers for an array of applications and purposes.

Mitsubishi is Partner

MPM is a partner you can trust. We are committed to manufacturing the best possible products to help our customers grow their business. Through ingenuity, experience and foresight we continue to bring new and inventive products to market that elevate and lead the progression of printing.
CONTACT US:
  Imaging Media Division
  Graphic Systems Department
E-mail: kanzai1@mpm.co.jp
TEL 03-5600-1475  FAX 03-5600-1413